
 
 

MULTILINGUAL CITY BREAK EXTENSION 
 

DDAAYY  11::  SSTT..  PPEETTEERRSSBBUURRGG--MMOOSSCCOOWW  MMOOSSCCOOWW  EEXXTTEENNSSIIOONN  
January 2017, 4 Days/3 nights 

 

 

 

DATES: 

 

GNS01: 03.01.-06.01.17 

 

Package prices per person: 
 

 EUR 420.00 (double occupancy) 

EUR 90.00 (single supplement) 
 

 

Including: 

 
 3 overnights at centrally located Hotel Marriott Tverskaya**** 
 3 x buffet breakfast 
 3 hour Moscow sightseeing tour with metro tour 
 Service of English and German speaking local guide, including 

arrival assistance in railway station 
 Service of Italian and Spanish speaking local guide, including arrival 

assistance in railway station 
 Service of Portuguese and French speaking local guide , including 

arrival assistance in railway station 
 Service of 1

st
 class motor coaches or 1

st
 class minivans for arrival 

transfer and city tour 
 SAPSAN train tickets St. Petersburg-Moscow o.w. (2

nd
 class) 

 Portage at hotel and railway station 
 Service and VAT 
 

Optional: 

 

 3-hour excursion to Kremlin and visit to a cathedral: EUR 50.00 pp 

 3-hour excursion and cruise on the Moscow River: EUR 45.00 pp  

 4-hour excursion to Novodevichy Convent: EUR 55.00 pp 

 3-hour visit to the Tretyakov Gallery: EUR 45.00 pp 

 Farewell dinner at Restaurant GlavPivTorg: EUR 60.00 pp 

 Transfer Hotel Marriott Tverskaya**** to airport: EUR 80.00 for 

private car (1-3 persons), EUR 100.00 for private minivan (4-7 

persons) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Around noon we go to the Moscow Railway Station and 

board the Sapsan high-speed train bound for Moscow. 

The train ride takes us through endless Russian 

landscapes along the River Volga. In the evening we 

arrive to Moscow and check in at Hotel Marriott 

Tverskaya**** or similar. 

DAY 2: MOSCOW  
Moscow, The Mother of Russia, is a genuine Russian 

city with the Kremlin and its onion domed cathedrals. 

The dramatic changes over the last decade have made 

the city to one of the most dynamic metropolis in the 

world. The morning sightseeing tour includes all the 

highlights of the vast city: the Red Square with Kremlin, 

the Theatre Square with Bolshoi Theatre, Sparrow Hills 

with Moscow University and a visit to the famous 

Moscow Metro. In the afternoon is offered an optional 

excursion to the Kremlin grounds with a visit to one of 

the cathedrals. The evening offers an optional excursion with an 

ice-breaker cruise on the Moscow River admiring illuminated 

Moscow by night. 

DDAAYY  33::  MMOOSSCCOOWW  
The day offers an optional excursion to Novodevichy Convent, a 

16
th
 century cluster of sparkling domes, one of the city’s most 

beautiful groups of buildings and full of history and treasures. The 

adjacent Novodevichy Cemetery is Moscow‘s most prestigious 

resting place after the Kremlin. The balance of the day is reserved 

for an optional excursion to the Tretyakov Gallery with its 

outstanding collection of French impressionists. The evening 

offers an optional dinner at Restaurant GlavPiv Torg - a 

unique interior in Soviet “ministry style”, located 

opposite KGB buiding. 

DDAAYY  44::  MMOOSSCCOOWW  
Optional transfer to the airport.  
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